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Abstract

Root-mean-square tree sway angle (��) can be related to the r.m.s. value (�u|u|) of the wind `force' u|u|, speci®ed nearby. Therefore

the spatial pattern of wind statistics over the landscape, if known, arguably maps the relative risk of windthrow ± suggesting a wind

model can provide the basis to interpret spatial patterns of windthrow, and guide strategies with respect to that concern. To test

this idea, we adopt a simple ¯ow model able to describe both the mean wind (U) and kinetic energy of the turbulence (k), viz.

Reynolds' equations closed using eddy-viscosity K / �k1=2, where � is the turbulence lengthscale. We ®rst compare this model

with others' measurements of wind near forest edges, then simulate our own observations, which spanned arrays of cutblocks and

intervening forest blocks in the Boreal forest (periodic spacing 1.7h or 6.1h, where h is mean tree height). We show that the model

predicts well the spatial variation of the mean windspeed and turbulent kinetic energy, these being the wind statistics having greatest

impact upon tree sway. Model-implied spatial patterns of r.m.s. wind force (�u|u|) agree closely with those observed, and in

conjunction with a tree-motion model, imply tree sway (��). # 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Management trials in the boreal mixedwood forest

of northern Canada are evaluating felling practises

that, at the time of aspen harvest, preserve the spruce

understory (`released spruce') for later cutting. It is

considered necessary to leave uncut or partially-cut

forest strips to shelter the selectively-cut zones,

because the previously-sheltered remnant spruce are

very vulnerable to windthrow. An overall description

of this long-term, practically-oriented project, which

is being carried out near Manning (Alberta) by For-

estry Canada and partners, is given by Navratil et al.

(1994). The work we report here (and in companion

papers, Flesch and Wilson, 1999a, b) was initiated in

the hope of interpreting the observed spatial variation

of tree windthrow across such arrays of cutblocks, so

as to permit generalisation. It involves our own mea-

surements of turbulence and tree sway in two cut-

blocks, each the leeward member of a periodic series;

an analysis of the response of instrumented trees to the

wind forcing; and, in this paper, an attempt to establish

a framework for generalisation of our ®ndings by

numerically modelling the winds.

The link between tree sway statistics and wind

statistics is discussed at length by Flesch and Wilson
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(1999b). Brie¯y, we treated the tree as a rigid rod, free

to swing about a ground-level pivot in response to the

wind force, but under the moderation of an angular

spring and damper. We derived a transfer function

relating the short-term power spectrum S� of tree

angular displacement (�) to the concurrent power

spectrum Su|u| of the wind force u|u|, where u is the

instantaneous alongwind velocity component, mea-

sured nearby. By `short-term' statistics, we mean

statistical properties (standard deviations of tree sway

angle �� and of wind force �u|u|, variance spectra S�,

Su|u|, etc.) de®ned by a sample taken over about 15 to

60 min., such intervals being suf®ciently short that

`external' or large-scale conditions are roughly con-

stant, but suf®ciently long that many `cycles' of the

rapid turbulent variations are captured. Thus the

`view' of our windthrow analysis consists of (say)

30 min. snapshots, from which a longer-term view

may be constructed by integration; and the ¯uctuating

(turbulent) variables, e.g. the alongwind velocity u, are

decomposed

u�x; y; z; t� � U�x; y; z� � u0�x; y; z; t� (1)

into sums of the average (in this case, the mean

alongwind velocity U, a function of position only)

and the instantaneous deviation (or ¯uctuation, here

u0) from it. This terminology (upper-case for mean

values; prime for ¯uctuation from average) will apply

throughout our paper.

Returning to our tree sway model, the wind-force

spectrum Su|u| was observed not at the `subject' rem-

nant tree, but merely, at the same alongwind location

relative to the upwind edge of the cutblock, and at a

convenient, arbitrary height (9 m). We found that

normalized wind force spectra Sujuj=�2
ujuj were similar

at all points across the cutblocks (i.e. practically

invariant), so that the sway (��) of a tree, no matter

where located, could be de®nitively related to �2
ujuj at

that point. But in turn, the force-variance �2
ujuj can be

determined from the lowest order statistics of the wind

�2
ujuj � �2

uu � �4
u Ktu ÿ 1� 4

U

�u

� �2

�4
U

�u

� �
Sku

 !
(2)

where the right-hand equality is exact. Within our

framework then, the wind statistics governing root-

mean-square (r.m.s.) tree sway are: mean U, variance

�2
u, skewness Sku, and kurtosis Ktu. A sensitivity

analysis (see Appendix A) indicates that under con-

ditions typical of the ¯ow in our Manning cutblocks

(Sku � 1, Ktu � 4), spatial modulation of the wind-

force variance (and thus of �2
�) is controlled, in order

of importance, by spatial variation in the velocity

variance �2
u (one component of the turbulent kinetic

energy1), and in the mean velocity U. Thus for the

remainder of this paper, our focus is on modelling the

spatial variation, around and about forest edges, of

these principal wind and turbulence statistics, U and k.

As regards the connexion of our method to the prac-

tical issue of tree windthrow, by hypothesizing that the

spatial pattern of wind statistics implies the corre-

sponding spatial pattern of windthrow, we obviously

are assuming that the key factor in the cross-landscape

variation of treefall susceptibility is the wind forcing,

rather than any systematic variation in soil conditions,

rooting depth, tree health, etc. It is also implicit that we

presume extreme tree displacements (or wind forces)

scale with the standard deviation �� (or with �u|u|).

Having motivated our focus on mean wind (U) and

turbulence (k) in forest clearings, we now review

previous efforts to model forest edge ¯ows; describe

a numerical wind¯ow model, developed by Wilson

et al. (1998) speci®cally for the description of

disturbed canopy winds; compare simulations using

that model against others' observations of forest-edge

¯ows; and ®nally simulate the spatial pattern of the

wind and turbulence in our cutblocks at Manning for

comparison with our observations.

2. Windflow across forest boundaries, and models
thereof

We have elsewhere (Flesch and Wilson, 1999a)

discussed the experiments to date on forest edge ¯ows,

in comparison with our own. Here we consider only

the issue of whether or not one might expect to see

universal patterns across such experiments.

1Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE, k) is defined as

k � 1
2
��2

u � �2
v � �2

w�. The flow model we shall describe does not

partition k into its components, so we have assumed that

equilibrium partitioning prevails everywhere throughout disturbed

flows: i.e. that everywhere �2
u � �uk, where �u is a constant, given

in Appendix C.
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Shinn (1971) analysed his own and others' experi-

ments on forest edge ¯ow. His observations of wind in

uniform canopies are also important: he showed that

due to the Coriolis force there occurs a large swing

(about 808) in mean wind direction between tree-top

level and the base of the canopy (see Appendix B for a

discussion), and for this reason we anticipate that the

Coriolis force ought to be included in any complete

analysis or model of forest edge ¯ow.

Shinn demonstrated that mean windspeed pro®les

in the forest entry region from a number of ®eld

experiments on forest-wall ¯ow formed a fairly con-

sistent pattern, a pattern which, not withstanding the

above caution with respect to Coriolis effects,

resembled the corresponding pattern from a wind

tunnel experiment: at low levels a jet penetrates the

canopy, decaying by about x=h � 10. Shinn normal-

ised the observations using lengthscale h and velocity

scale U0�h�, the windspeed at canopy height some

distance upwind from the forest wall. Differences not

erased by the normalisation are of course expected, for

in general, even in neutrally-strati®ed ¯ow at a forest

edge having along-edge (y) symmetry, one expects on

the basis of dimensional analysis a similarity relation-

ship at least as complex as

U

Uref

� F
x

h
;
z

h
;
�

h
;
zoc

h
; cdah;

f

cdaUref

� �
(3)

where F is an unknown function of its bracketed (and

dimensionless) arguments; Uref is the normalising

velocity scale; � is boundary layer depth; zoc is the

effective surface roughness length in the clearing;

cdah is a bulk (constant) drag coef®cient characteris-

ing the forest block(s), a � a�x; z� being the forest

drag area density, (mÿ1); and f is the Coriolis para-

meter. In general, atmospheric strati®cation and the

vertical distributions of drag coef®cient and foliage

area density probably play a role, implying we could

add, as further dimensionless arguments of the

unknown function F, the factors h/LMO (where LMO

is the Monin±Obukhov length), cd(z/h), and ah(z/h).

And because the drag coef®cient may be Reynolds-

number dependent, we might also add a Reynolds

number Urefh/�, � being the kinematic viscosity of

the air. Our point here is that by no means ought one

to expect there exists a universal pattern (of the

normalised ¯ow variables) across differing forest edge

¯ows.

2.1. Background on numerical simulation of

turbulent flows

Simulations of disturbed micrometeorological

¯ows are most often based on numerical integration

of the Reynolds equations, which are obtained by

averaging the Navier±Stokes equations so as to obtain

governing equations for the ¯ow statistics (see Hinze,

1975 or almost any text on turbulence or microme-

teorology). If the ¯ow has (statistical) symmetry along

one spatial axis (say, y-axis), the Reynolds equation

expressing conservation of mean alongwind (x-axis)

momentum can be written as

@

@x
�U2 � �2

u� �
@

@z
�UW � �� � ÿ 1

�

@P

@x
� �u (4)

where U and W are the mean alongwind and vertical

(z-axis) velocities; P is the mean pressure; � is the

mean air density; �u represents the Coriolis force and

drag of vegetation on the ¯ow; and � � hu0w0i is the

statistical covariance between u-¯uctuations and w-

¯uctuations, which in physical terms is the turbulent

shearing stress, known as the Reynolds stress. We need

not elaborate on Eq. (4) at this point (it reappears later

in approximate form as Eq. (7)), except to mention

that whereas this is an equation `for' the mean x-wise

momentum, i.e. for velocity U, its derivation has

introduced spatial derivatives of higher (and

unknown) statistics of the velocity ®eld, namely of

the variance �2
u and of the covariance � � hu0w0i.

These `stress-gradients,' physically, are forces, `felt

by' the mean ¯ow: and in particular the term @�=@z in

Eq. (4) is crucial in most turbulent ¯ows. In order to

progress, one has necessarily to introduce a hypothesis

with respect to the Reynolds stresses (a `closure

hypothesis'). The oldest and simplest such hypothesis

is the eddy-viscosity closure, often called `K-theory,'

or `®rst-order closure',

� � ÿK
@U

@x
� @W

@z

� �
(5)

Here the shear stress is assumed to be determined by

the mean strain, in analogy with Newton's law for the

viscous shear stresses. K is the `eddy viscosity,' and

may always be regarded as the product �K � �ÿ� of a

turbulence lengthscale (�) and velocity scale (ÿ). Its

speci®cation, auspicious or otherwise, is often the key

to success of a ¯ow simulation. In the simplest ¯ows, it
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can be prescribed algebraically. For example in the

neutrally-strati®ed and undisturbed atmospheric sur-

face layer (NSL), at heights z�z0, z0 being the rough-

ness length, it is well established that K � kvu�z,

where kv � 0:4 is von Karman's constant, and u* is

the friction velocity; i.e. in the ideal NSL, � � kvz and

ÿ � u*. In more complex ¯ows, one might obtain the

velocity scale ÿ from the mean velocity shear

(ÿ � �@U=@z; Prandtl's closure); or, one might

assume ÿ to be proportional to k1=2, and so obtain

it by including (as one of the equations integrated)

the transport equation for k (Prandtl±Kolmogorov

closure). One step higher in closure-complexity,

falls the popular `k±"' model, wherein the lengthscale

� too is calculated, as � / k3=2=", by also including

a transport equation for the rate (") of dissipation

(by viscous forces) of TKE to heat. Or, one may

abandon K-theory altogether, and include a simpli®ed

budget equation for �, which can be derived from

the Navier±Stokes equations (`higher-order closure').

For reasons discussed by Wilson et al. (1998), our

preference in treating disturbed canopy ¯ows is to

use their variant of the K-closure, arguably the

simplest applicable.

2.2. Simulations of forest edge flow

Apparently the earliest numerical simulations of

wind¯ow through a forest edge were by Li et al.

(1990) (hereafter LLM), and by Svensson and Haggk-

vist (1990). In both cases K-theory was used to relate

the shear stress � to the mean velocity gradients.

However to introduce the possibility of counter-gra-

dient turbulent momentum transport (i.e. to allow that

� may transport mean momentum from regions of low

mean speed to regions of high mean speed, which can

happen in a ¯ow of this type and is disallowed by K-

theory), LLM used a heuristic modi®cation of Eq. (5),

®rst given by Li et al. (1985). The shear stress gradient

in Eq. (4) was parametrized as

@�

@z
� ÿ @

@z
K

@U

@z
� @W

@x

� �� �
ÿ c�U�h� ÿ U�z��

(6)

where c is an empirical coef®cient (presumably this

additional term was included only within the canopy).

The eddy viscosity was calculated using Prandtl's

mixing-length formulation.

LLM simulated the ®eld experiments of Raynor

(1971), who reported cup windspeeds measured near

the edge �x � 0� of a pine forest of height h � 10.5 m.

For ¯ow into the forest, the model replicated generally

to within a few percent the observed windspeeds,

which showed an abrupt but regular transition from

the open-®eld pro®le-form (U / lnez), to a canopy-

type (in¯exion-point) wind pro®le. The model repro-

duced an observed jet of high windspeeds penetrating

into the canopy at low level (where the leaf area

density was small) and visible as a secondary max-

imum in windspeed even at a distance 10h into the

forest from the edge, but the authors did not state

whether this feature depended on their having

included the extra source in the U-momentum equa-

tion. In the case of ¯ow from the forest, again model

performance was excellent, reproducing the canopy

wind pro®les upstream from the edge, which though

self-similar in form showed slight acceleration as the

edge was approached. For both directions of ¯ow, the

authors emphasized the sizeable pressure gradients

affecting the ¯ow near the forest edge (such pressure

gradients apparently exert a large in¯uence on the ¯ow

in our periodic cutblocks). The LLM model was later

applied by Miller et al. (1991) to simulate forest

clearings.

In a study concerned with ef®cient parametrization

of forest effects in mesoscale models, Schilling (1991)

reported the results of a low-resolution (�x � 500 m)

simulation of ¯ow through a wide clearing (width

XC � 8 km). Schilling adopted the Prandtl±Kolmo-

gorov form of K-theory, i.e. K / �k1=2 (velocity scale

from TKE budget; imposed lengthscale �), but with-

out adaptation of the lengthscale to account for the

presence of the canopy. As our instrumented clearings

are typi®ed by XC/h � 2±6, whereas Schilling's clear-

ing is of entirely different aspect ratio XC/h � 400, our

simulations are completely different in scale.

Green et al. (1994) studied the ¯ow through a stand

of forest whose crosswind extent was 10h. They

reported qualitative agreement between the mean

velocity and the TKE as observed in a wind tunnel

simulation, and as according to a numerical model

based on a modi®ed k±" closure. Owing to the drag of

vegetation, application of the k±"model in presence of

a canopy requires speci®cation of the scale-range

covered by TKE, and entails heuristic modi®cations

of the k- and "-equations. Such adjustments are arbi-
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trary and ambiguous, and can have a large (100% or

more) impact on numerical results, particularly for

TKE (see Green et al., 1994 and Liu et al., 1996 for

forest edge ¯ow; and Wang and Takle, 1996 for

windbreak ¯ow).

Liu et al. (1996) (hereafter LCBN) used the k±"
model to simulate the ¯ow from a uniformly forested

region into a clearing, comparing their model with

wind-tunnel observations of Chen et al. (1995). Like

Green et al. (1994), but slightly differently, they

modi®ed the TKE and dissipation equations of the

standard k±" model, in order to account for the

in¯uence of vegetation. Viewed on the large scale

(5 � 35 h; their Figs. 2 and 3), the modelled mean

velocity ®eld (U) appears to be in excellent agreement

with the observations, though it is the nature of side-

by-side vector plots and contour plots to emphasize

similarity rather than difference. Their Fig. 4 com-

pares modelled and measured vertical U-pro®les,

showing excellent quantitative conformity of model

and data, except for sizeable discrepancies (order

100%) within about 3h from the forest edge. In that

region the numerical model produced mean ¯ow

reversal near ground, while ¯utter-¯ags in the wind

tunnel indicated intermittently reverse ¯ow. The hot-

®lm anemometers rectify reverse-velocities, so were

in error in this region. Turbulent kinetic energy was

also simulated well, but only provided that sources in

the k- and "-equations were adjusted. Without that step

errors in k of order 100% occurred (their Fig. 9).

LCBN concluded their model was `̀ less satisfactory

in describing turbulent air¯ow over short distances

downwind of forest edges''.

Relative to the work described above, our present

examination of ¯ow in discontinuous forests has a

more speci®c end in view: can we model the spatial

variation of the lower order wind statistics suf®ciently

well that the implied spatial patterns in the r.m.s. wind

force �u|u| and (by virtue of our tree-sway model) tree

sway �� are realistic? While to all appearances the

LCBN model may be quite capable of answering the

question, we chose to investigate the matter using a

model based on the simplest workable turbulence

closure for disturbed canopy ¯ows (Wilson et al.,

1998; hereafter WFR), which through direct algebraic

speci®cation of the lengthscale, sidesteps the ambi-

guities of sources in the k- and "-equations. The WFR

model has already been tested, for both uniform and

disturbed canopy ¯ows, more exhaustively than mod-

i®ed k±" type models. In Section 3 we shall brie¯y

describe the WFR model. In Sections 4 and 5 we show

that without alteration, other than to parametrize the

lengthscale adjustment within clearings, the WFR

model provides good simulations of others' experi-

ments on clearing ¯ows. In Section 6 we compare the

WFR model against our measurements in the Manning

cutblocks.

3. Windflow model

We consider only ¯ows whose mean properties are

constant along an axis (y) oriented parallel to forest

edges, and assume the mean wind is oriented approxi-

mately perpendicularly across the edges, i.e. along the

x-axis. When we apply our model to simulate our

cutblock ¯ows at Manning, that symmetry assumption

is not exactly valid, for if XC, YC denote the along-

wind- and crosswind-widths of the cutblocks, then the

aspect ratio YC/XC was not very large (3, 15 for the

wide and narrow cutblocks, respectively). However

exploratory simulations with a 3-dimensional general-

isation of our model (A. Tuzet, pers. comm.), permit-

ting to account for ®nite aspect ratio of the clearing

and/or for winds at oblique incidence, suggest our

present neglect of y-dependence is not very conse-

quential.

The wind¯ow model is a straightforward adaptation

of that applied by Wilson et al. (1998) to calculate

variation of the wind and turbulence in a model plant

canopy on a wind-tunnel ridge. Finding it the simplest

adequate treatment of disturbed canopy ¯ow, WFR

chose a ®rst-order turbulence closure which has seen

use in just about every type of micrometeorological

¯ow (e.g. the nocturnal boundary layer; Delage,

1974); the eddy viscosity is written K / k1=2�, where

the turbulent kinetic energy (k) is obtained from a

simpli®ed transport equation, and the turbulence

lengthscale l is speci®ed algebraically. Changes to

the WFR model necessary for our present purposes are

two-fold in origin. Firstly, we require a ¯ow domain

extending several kilometers alongwind over the per-

iodic cutblocks, and so must simulate a deep layer of

the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL): thus Coriolis

effects couple the mean alongwind velocity compo-

nent (U) to the crosswind velocity (V). Secondly,
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variation of the lengthscale across the cutblock-forest

block boundaries must be parameterised. In addition

to these changes, because the skewness of windspeed

in¯uences tree motion, we added an approximate

transport equation for the third moment of the velocity

¯uctuation (Appendix C).

Detailed explanation of the model equations and

numerical procedure is given by WFR, and so we shall

give only a brief description here. As our ultimate

objective is the understanding or interpretation of

patterns of tree windthrow, and (our own) observations

are from periods of strong winds, we need not be

concerned with temperature-strati®cation. We solved

simpli®ed U, V, W-momentum equations, that repre-

sent only what are (according to experience) the

dominant terms (advection by the mean ¯ow; pressure

gradient; drag on trees; and divergence of the vertical

turbulent momentum ¯ux). These equations, cast in

dimensionless form (using lengthscale h, and a velo-

city scale UG de®ned below) are

@

@x
U2 ÿ Ka

@U

@x

� �
� @

@z
UW ÿ K

@U

@z

� �
� f �V ÿ VG� ÿ @P

@x
ÿ cda�U

�����������������
U2 � V2

p
(7)

@

@x
UV ÿ Ka

@V

@x

� �
� @

@z
VW ÿ K

@V

@z

� �
� f �UG ÿ U� ÿ @P

@y
ÿ cda�V

�����������������
U2 � V2

p
(8)

@

@x
UW ÿ Ka

@W

@x

� �
� @

@z
W2 ÿ Ka

@W

@z

� �
� ÿ @P

@z

(9)

The incompressible continuity equation

@U

@x
� @W

@z
� 0 (10)

also applies (@yV � 0 by assumption). In the momen-

tum equations P is the local mean pressure perturba-

tion (normalised on �U2
G); f � � fh=UG, where f is the

Coriolis parameter; fUG, fVG are the components of

the large-scale background pressure gradient, where

(UG, VG) are the components of a nominal `Geos-

trophic' wind aloft; cd is the bulk drag coefficient of

trees; and a* � ah, where a is the area density

(m2 mÿ3) of tree parts (variable through cutblocks

and forest blocks). Ka is a small artificial viscosity/

diffusivity, included to ensure numerical stability,

while K is the `true' eddy viscosity, estimated as

K � ��x; z�
����������������
cek�x; z�

p
(11)

In Eq. (11) the constant ce � u2
�0=k0�h�, where

ÿu2
�0; k0�h� are the shear stress and the TKE at height

z � h under the reference condition of a uniform forest

canopy; ��x; z� is a turbulence lengthscale; and k�x; z�
is the TKE determined from the approximate TKE

budget

@

@x
Uk ÿ Ka

@k

@x

� �
� @

@z
Wk ÿ �K

@k

@z

� �
� K

@U

@z

� �2

� @V

@z

� �2
 !

ÿ " (12)

The constant � represents the ratio of the effective

eddy diffusivity for TKE to the eddy viscosity. The

TKE dissipation rate (") was specified as

" � max
�cek�3=2

�
; �cda�

�����������������
U2 � V2

p
k

" #
(13)

where within the canopy the wake conversion term

dominates. The rationale for this closure is given by

WFR.

3.1. Specification of the lengthscale

Like Li et al. (1990), we anticipated it would be

necessary for forest-edge ¯ows to interpolate for the

lengthscale between two limiting cases: the in®nite

open plain lengthscale �P, and the in®nite-forest

lengthscale �F. However our speci®cation of �F differs

from theirs, and we interpolated differently. Over ¯at,

open ground during neutral strati®cation, the lengths-

cale may be parametrized as

1

�P

� 1

kvz
� 1

L1
(14)

where L1 is Blakadar's (1962) lengthscale, limiting

growth of the lengthscale in the PBL. In dimensional

terms, L1 is often estimated (e.g. Delage, 1974) as

approximately

L1 � 0:0004
UG

f
(15)

Rather than use (as did Li et al.) an in-forest lengths-

cale (�F) based on an equilibrium parametrization

tuned to canopy area density, we followed WFR
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and wrote � � max (�i,�o), where

1

�i

� 1

kvz
� 1

�c

;
1

�o

� 1

kv�zÿ d� �
1

L1
(16)

�c is a canopy `shear length scale',

�c � c
���������
k�h�

p @S

@z

� �ÿ1

h

(17)

where S � �U2 � V2�1=2
is the `cup' windspeed; this

parametrization links the lengthscale in and near the

canopy to the wind shear at canopy top, which may

vary substantially across forest blocks.

These two limiting expressions for the lengthscale

(in®nite clearing, in®nite forest) may be conveniently

blended into a universal expression valid at all

locations, simply by replacing the displacement

length d in Eq. (16) with an effective displacement

length de,

de � d

1� �xÿ x0� (18)

where d�� 2
3
h� is the equilibrium displacement length,

x0(�x) denotes the leeward edge of the forest block

lying immediately upwind of the clearing in question,

and  is an empirical constant. Upon passage from

clearing back into forest, we immediately restored the

equilibrium displacement length, de � d. In general,

our simulations were rather insensitive to our treat-

ment of the lengthscale transition, although the cal-

culated pattern of TKE for the Manning cutblock ¯ow

showed some reaction to the choices made.

3.2. Specifying adjustable constants

The arti®cial diffusivity was set at Ka � 0.001hUG,

and had insigni®cant effect on the simulations other

than to ensure numerical stability.

The WFR closure involves three closure constants.

These were optimised by WFR (c � � � 1, � � 0.2)

by matching equilibrium solutions of the equations to

wind tunnel observations in and above a uniform

model canopy, and were not changed in the present

work. Well above the canopy it would be more con-

sistent with others' shear layer simulations to set the

ratio (�) of the diffusivity for TKE to the eddy

viscosity as � � 1; but our simulations are focused

on ¯ow changes very near ground, and we incorpo-

rated the outer boundary-layer simply as an appro-

priate domain within which those changes occurred,

not as an end in itself.

Other rather familiar parameters have appeared in

our model equations, as constants which we want to

clearly distinguish from the closure parameters ± to

emphasize that the success of our simulations does not

depend on any ¯exibility in their speci®cation: they

are ce, and the Coriolis parameter, f. Typically in ¯ow

above a uniform canopy, �u,v,w /u*0 � 2,2,1.3, imply-

ing ce � 0.2: we used ce � 0.18. And we set f* � (hf/

UG) � 1.5 � 10ÿ4, which represents moderately

windy conditions at middle latitudes over a tall forest.

It only remained in our present applications of the

wind¯ow model to specify the lengthscale adjustment

parameter (); and the forest-speci®c canopy area

density a(z), and drag coef®cient cd(z). These choices

will be given for each case study.

3.3. Numerical details and boundary conditions

Numerical details speci®c to each case-study will

be given in following sections, but we shall here cover

the general scheme we employed in integrating the

governing equations.

We used Patankar's (1980) well-documented Semi-

Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIM-

PLE) to solve the equations. In¯ow pro®les of U, V, k

were obtained as equilibrium (@/@x � 0) solutions of

the equations (with or without a forest, as appropriate),

and imposed far upwind from the region of interest.

Far downwind, at the out¯ow boundary, we set

@U/@x � @V/@x � @k/@x � W � 0.

3.3.1. Upper boundary conditions

For the Manning simulations, we set U � UG � 1,

V � VG, W � k � 0. All velocities were scaled on UG,

thus the speci®cation UG � 1; VG was adjusted so that

near the top of the canopy, V � 0.

For simulation of the wind-tunnel ¯ow, we placed

the uppermost W gridpoint at the top of the domain, so

that the shear stress along that boundary is the required

condition on the U-momentum balance. Either we

speci®ed that shear stress aloft as undisturbed �u2
�0�

and constituting the velocity scale for the simulation;

or, if we wished to properly account for stress and

TKE gradients at z > h in the incident ¯ow, we incor-

porated an effective background pressure gradient,

and speci®ed the stress aloft as vanishing; i.e. if
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the measured stress gradient above the canopy was

(@� /@z)0 then we applied a background pressure

gradient (1/�)(@P/@x)0 � (@� /@z)0 throughout the

layer z�zmx � h � �(h)/(@� /@z)0 so as to give rise

to a linear variation of shear stress from 0 at

z � zmx to �(h) at z � h.

3.3.2. Lower boundary conditions

Two choices were explored for the lower boundary

conditions. Initially, we set the lowest U,V gridpoints

on ground, where U � V � 0. Then the lowest vertical

velocity and TKE gridpoints lie above ground, within

normal control volumes, for which the required

boundary condition is a speci®cation of the ¯ux to

ground. We set those ¯uxes to zero. This direct

imposition of the no-slip condition obviates necessity

to assume a `wall function' relationship between sur-

face shear-stress and near-wall windspeed, and seems

the better choice within a fully forested domain.

However far downwind in suf®ciently wide clear-

ings, naturally one expects any reasonable model to

develop the usual semi-logarithmic equilibrium wind

pro®le; and if one did not impose a roughness length in

the clearings, then a value implicit to the model itself,

but which is unknown a priori, must eventuate. To

circumvent that curious ambiguity, in all reported

simulations we have set the lowest vertical velocity

and TKE gridpoints on ground. Consequently the

lowest U,V gridpoints lay above ground, at z � zP,

and a condition on the corresponding vertical momen-

tum ¯uxes to ground was required. We speci®ed

hu0w0i � ÿu2
�u; hv0w0i � ÿu2

�v, where

u�u � kvUP=ln
zP

z0

� �
; u�v � kvVP=ln

zP

z0

� �
;

u2
� � u2

�u � u2
�v (19)

Of course, these wall relationships are not valid within

the canopy (nor for that matter in regions of highly-

disturbed ¯ow), but as the shear stress on ground

beneath a dense canopy is very small, its miscalcula-

tion (by the above relationships) is expected to carry

negligible penalty. It is interesting to note that simula-

tions under the two alternatives, i.e. explicit imposi-

tion (or otherwise) of the clearing roughness length,

did not differ suf®ciently to warrant giving the matter

further attention.

As the lower boundary condition on TKE in con-

junction with Eq. (19), we adopted the equilibrium

relationship kgnd � u2
�=ce. The alternative prescription

(@k/@z)0 � 0 performed neither better nor worse.

3.3.3. Convergence criterion

SIMPLE ensures that the governing equations, in

their integral forms which express the balance of

sources within each control volume against the net

¯ux across the control-volume surface, are satis®ed to

within machine precision (in each such volume).

Iterative re®nement of all ®elds was continued until

the integral form of the U-momentum Eq. (7), cover-

ing the entire ¯ow domain, was satis®ed to within 1%

of the total forest drag.

3.4. Role of the `̀ velocity scale''

A feature of small scale wind models that may be

unfamiliar to some readers, and is crucial for the

interpretation of results given in this paper, is that

such models diagnose not the actual mean winds at

some point(s), but rather, ratios of the mean velocities

to some reference value UREF, a reference windspeed

at some point within, or at the boundary of, the model

domain. UREF is chosen as the reference (or `scale') on

grounds of convenience, and might for example be the

wind aloft at the top of the boundary layer, or possibly

for models resolving only a shallower layer of the

PBL, the `friction velocity' implied by the shear stress

along the top of the model domain. And if on external

grounds (i.e. from a measurement, or as provided by

some model of wider cognizance) we know or pos-

tulate a numerical value for UREF, we can infer a

de®nite value for the velocity at any other point within

the model domain. A direct implication of all this for

the present study, is that local wind¯ow models can at

best predict not the absolute variance of tree sway

angle, but rather, how much greater is that variance at

one point in the ¯ow domain than at another.

4. Simulation of Raynor's forest-edge flow

Raynor (1971) reported mean pro®les of horizontal

windspeed at various distances from the upwind edge

of a pine forest, during periods of ¯ow at near-normal

incidence to the forest edge. We simulated Raynor's

experiment with the full model (i.e. including a full

PBL, with Coriolis forces and the transverse compo-

nent V) described in Section 3. Our motivation in
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doing so was to determine whether the excellent

simulations of Raynor's experiment given by Li et al.

(1990) rested in any essential way on the closure they

used, that of Li et al. (1985), described earlier ± or

whether the present closure would perform as well. In

particular, LLM did not state whether their successful

simulation of the jet observed near the base of the

canopy depended on their having included their para-

metrization of the sweep-ejection mechanism (the

term c(UhÿU) in Eq. (6)), or whether the jet was

an edge effect associated with low area density deep

in the canopy.

4.1. Numerical details

Our computational domain for simulating Raynor's

experiment extended alongwind from x/h � ÿ20 to

x/h � 30, with the forest edge at x � 0. The height of

the domain was 40h. Resolution was uniform at (�x/h,

�z/h) � (0.1, 0.1) over the region x/h � 15, z/h � 2;

outside that region, the grid was gently stretched.

In¯ow pro®les were obtained by solving the governing

(U, V, k) equations with @/@x � 0, and with cdah � 0.

The lengthscale was treated as adjusting instantly at

the forest edge, from the open-plain pro®le to the

forest pro®le ( �1).

LLM adopted an approximately triangular area-

density pro®le for Raynor's forest (their Fig. 2), but

did not report the value used for their drag coef®cient.

Adopting essentially the same area-density pro®le,

and treating the drag coef®cient as free to be opti-

mised, we set

cdah � �cdah�0
z=h

0:75
;

z

h
� 0:75

1ÿ z=h

1ÿ 0:75
;

z

h
> 0:75

8><>: (20)

4.2. Results

A simulation using this area density pro®le, with

(cdah)0 � 2.0, is given on Fig. 1. The observed wind-

speeds, which we extracted from Raynor's Fig. 3,

have been normalised on windspeed at z � 108 m

on his `Ace tower.' Similarly, model windspeeds were

re-normalised on the in¯ow windspeed at that height.

Agreement of our simulation with Raynor's data is

good, comparable in quality with the LLM simulation.

We ®nd the occurrence of the `jet' in the base of the

canopy is dependent on specifying the reduced area-

density near ground; it vanished when we set

cdah � const. It follows that the heuristic source

c(U(h)ÿU) introduced by LLM in their U-momentum

equation did not play a vital role in their simulation:

the (simulated) jet is an edge effect in the open region

at the bottom of the pine canopy.

We did not add the simple lengthscale-interpolation

used by LLM near the forest edge, nor try to equal in

detail their results. In our view Fig. 1 establishes that

our closure and our formulation of the lengthscale

provide a simulation of Raynor's experiment that is as

good as that of Li et al. (1990), while being more

general in scope (e.g. use of TKE to derive velocity

scale; canopy lengthscale linked to in¯exion-point

shear rather than leaf area density) and carrying a

reduced burden of closure constants.

5. Simulation of wind-tunnel clearing-edge flow
(Abbott's booby study)

In a study concerned with nesting habits of birds

near forest clearings, Raupach et al. (1987) (hereafter

RBG) measured mean windspeed and turbulence

Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of mean horizontal windspeed observed by

Raynor (1971) at various locations near the edge of a pine forest, in

comparison with a simulation using the present model. Profile

locations are given in [m] relative to the forest edge, with positive

values lying within the forest. Note the jet deep in the canopy,

simulated quite well by the model.
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statistics across clearings of widths 4.3h and 21.3h in a

model canopy, within a wind tunnel. The same canopy

was later used in the `Furry Hill' experiments (Finni-

gan and Brunet, 1995), but some unexplained and

possibly important differences are evident between the

respective equilibrium ¯ows (i.e. between dimension-

less ¯ow properties upstream from the clearing and

from the hill). In simulating the Abbott's Booby ¯ow

we adopted the same canopy and ¯ow parameters as

did WFR for simulating Furry Hill, namely

cdah � 0.32, d/h � 0.71.

Experimental data cited below were extracted for

heights z/h � 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5 from graphs in the

RBG report. A sizeable uncertainty surrounds some of

the data, where several pro®les merged on the original

graphs. The ¯oor of the wind tunnel was roughened

with gravel (nominal diameter, dg � 7 mm) within

the clearing. A rough estimate of the effective rough-

ness length is z0c � dg/10, giving z0c/h � 0.015;

while at mid-clearing (x/h � 12.8) the mean wind-

speeds at z=h � �1
4
; 1

2
�, if plotted against lnez, imply

z0c/h � 0.001. Simulations were not very sensitive to

this parameter (clearing roughness length).

5.1. Numerical details

We dropped the V-momentum equation and the

Coriolis term in the U-momentum equation, the model

reducing essentially to that given by WFR, but differ-

ing in that the disturbance is here driven, not by a hill-

induced pressure-gradient (WFR), but by the irregular

distribution of canopy drag. Like WFR, we simulated

the entire wind tunnel boundary layer, incorporating

the vertical gradient in shear stress above the canopy

by the imposition of an effective streamwise pressure

gradient, in the present case estimated (from the

observed stress gradient) as @�P=�u2
��=@�x=h� �

ÿ0:23. This step results in reproduction of the above

canopy stress and TKE gradients by the model, but as

WFR also found, it is not crucial for a good simulation

of the streamwise changes near and within the canopy.

We simulated the ¯ow through the wide (21.3h)

clearing, because RGB provided more complete doc-

umentation of that case, giving pro®les both within

and downwind of the clearing. Our computational

domain extended alongwind from x/h � ÿ10 to

x/h � 40, with the upwind edge of the clearing at

x � 0. The domain height was 40h. Resolution was

uniform at (�x/h, �z/h) � (0.2,0.1) over the region

x/h � 21.3, z/h � 2; outside that region, the grid was

gently stretched.

As mentioned above, the Abbott's Booby pro®les

reported at x/h � ÿ2 are somewhat unusual. Largest

shear stress occurred not at z � h (where normally

expected in a wind tunnel boundary layer), but at

z � 1.5h. Relationships between velocity statistics at

that height appear normal: the maximum shear stress

implied a friction velocity u* � 1.08 (m sÿ1); the

corresponding maximum TKE2 was approximately

kmx � 6.11 (m2 sÿ2), implying kmx=u2
� � 5:24 (�u/

u* � 2.11, �w/u* � 1.25), which is close to the value

observed upstream from Furry Hill, k�h�=u2
� � 5:6.

However at z � h, TKE appears to be anomalously

small, with k(h)/U2(h) � 0.25, whereas the corre-

sponding value for the equilibrium ¯ow upwind from

Furry Hill was k(h)/U2(h) � 0.37.

5.2. Results

For the comparisons to follow we renormalised

observed and modelled (U,k) on a velocity scale (Uref)

chosen as the velocity (observed/modelled) at (x/h, z/h)

� (ÿ2.1, 1): i.e. Uref � U(ÿ2.1,1). The lengthscale

adjustment parameter  � 0.05 for the results shown.

Fig. 2(a) compares the observed and modelled mean

winds across the clearing in the form of a set of

horizontal pro®les, while Fig. 2(b) gives vertical pro-

®les. The normalised pro®le of mean windspeed

observed by RBG upwind from their clearing closely

matches that observed by Finnigan and Brunet upwind

from Furry Hill (®rst panel of Fig. 2(b)), and as we use

the same canopy parameters as did WFR, we obtain

the same (excellent) model equilibrium pro®le, char-

acterised by U(h)/u*0 � 3.76, where u*0 is the friction

velocity based on shear stress at z � h.

At the highest level (z/h � 1.5) the simulation over-

estimates velocity at all stations, including the `in¯ow'

station at x/h � ÿ2.13. This may indicate an incon-

sistency between the model assumption of an in®nite

upwind extent of uniform canopy, and the actuality of

the experiment. Otherwise the general response of the

windspeeds across the clearing and back into the

canopy is modelled quite well, except that in the

middle of the clearing (x/h � 12.8) speeds have been

2(�v was not measured: we assumed �v � �w).
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Fig. 2. (a) Horizontal profiles of the normalised mean windspeed across a clearing in a model forest: comparison of observations (symbols)

from the `Abbott's Booby' study with numerical simulation (lines). Uref is the velocity at (x/h, z/h) � (ÿ2.13, 1). (b) Sequence of observed (*)

and modelled (solid line) vertical profiles of the mean windspeed across the Abbott's Booby clearing, which spanned 0 � x/h � 21.3. The

heavy dashed line on each panel gives the equilibrium model solution as a reference for the alongwind changes in windspeed. The first panel

also shows the wind profile observed within the same canopy, in subsequent experiments by Finnigan and Brunet (1995), far upwind from

Furry Hill. (c) Sequence of observed (*) and modelled (solid line) vertical profiles of normalised turbulent kinetic energy, k=U2
ref , across the

Abbott's Booby clearing. The heavy dashed line on each panel gives the equilibrium model solution as a reference for the alongwind changes.

The reference windspeed Uref � U(ÿ2.13, 1), and had observed value 4.22 (m sÿ1). Also shown (�) is the profile of k=U2
ref observed in the

same canopy, far upwind from Furry Hill, where Uref � 3.60 (m sÿ1). Observed values of k=U2
ref at z � h were (0.25, 0.37) upwind of the

clearing and upwind from Furry Hill, while k=U2
ref � 0:32 for the model equilibrium profile. (d). Sequence of observed (*) and modelled

(solid line) vertical profiles of the alongwind velocity skewness Sku across the Abbott's Booby clearing. The model skewness is the solution of

Eq. (A2). The heavy dashed line, repeated on each panel, serves as a reference for the alongwind changes: it gives the equilibrium skewness

for uniform flow in this canopy, and was calculated using Eq. (A3) with � � 1 for the model's equilibrium profiles of shear stress, TKE, and

TKE dissipation rate. Also shown (�) on the first panel is the profile of Sku observed in the same canopy, far upwind from Furry Hill.
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overestimated. The observed data at that station are

not subject to doubt, as least as regards their extraction

by us off the RBG report, and we have no explanation

as to why the adjustment of the clearing ¯ow is

modelled well everywhere but in this neighbourhood.

Incidentally, the simulations were for all practical

purposes insensitive to the manner of lengthscale

blending near the forest wall, so that there is no

justi®cation (in this case) for anything more complex

than immediate adjustment from the forest- to open-

plain forms for the lengthscale.

Fig. 2(c) compares simulated and observed vertical

pro®les of TKE from the Abbott's Booby experiment.

Regarding the upwind pro®le, we have already men-

tioned that observed TKE at z � h is surprisingly

small, k(h)/U2(h) � 0.25 (cf. 0.37 for the Furry experi-

ments with the same canopy in the same tunnel). This

could be regarded as consistent with the reported shear

stress pro®le for that location (not shown here), which

places the most-negative shear stress not at z=h � 1,

but at about z=h � 1:5. Just as a positive stress gra-

dient (i.e. magnitude of the shear stress decaying with

increasing height) above z � h implies @k=@z < 0 in

that region (e.g., as seen far upwind from Furry Hill),

the negative stress gradient above z � h seen here can

be taken as implying increasing shear-production of

TKE ± raising the height at which peak TKE occurs.

These aspects of the observations could easily be

reproduced in simulations, by incorporating a shallow

region of adverse background pressure gradient below

z=h � 1:5, and resulted in essentially perfect simula-

tion of the TKE pro®le at x/h �ÿ2. However that

modi®cation of the background pressure did not sub-

stantially alter predicted TKE at downwind stations

(other than near z/h�1.5). Therefore because this

interpretation of a `back pressure' layer is entirely

speculative, and the cause for it (if true) unknown, we

have presented simulations without it.

Variation of the TKE across the Abbott's Booby

clearing resembled that observed in a wider wind

tunnel clearing by Chen et al. (1995) (hereafter

CBNA). Our simulation at least reproduces the domi-

nant features, a transition near ground from low TKE

deep in the canopy toward larger values characteristic

of open ground, with concomitant decrease of TKE

aloft (smoother surface), and rapid development of a

strong vertical gradient near z � h, upon transition

back into the canopy. Interestingly, the model equili-

brium TKE-pro®le matches the observations farthest

downwind (10.6h) from the clearing (x/h � 31.9)

somewhat better than the observations upwind (we

have already expressed some uncertainty about that

upwind TKE pro®le). Nevertheless as the local solu-

tion at x/h � 31.9 differs from equilibrium, one cannot

regard those observations as representing equilibrium.

Our modelled TKE was not appreciably improved

by setting � � 1 within the clearing (as usually recom-

mended for an equilibrium wall shear layer ¯ow) to

increase downward transport of TKE, nor by altering

the surface boundary condition on TKE to increase

kgnd (by writing kgnd � �u2
�=ce, with � > 1). Liu et al.

(1996) reported comparably successful simulation of

the CBNA clearing ¯ow, provided they re-tuned the

standard k±" model, without which step discrepancies

of order 100% relative to the observations occurred

(their Fig. 9).

A very interesting aspect of the Abbott's Booby

study was the identi®cation of a region of very high

velocity skewness just within the forest at the leeward

edge of the clearing, believed to explain the birds'

avoidance of such locations as nesting sites. Fig. 2(d)

compares modelled and observed skewness pro®les.

The equilibrium skewness pro®le is diagnosed rather

well (except for the pointat z/h � 1.5, which is remedied

if one includes the adverse-pressure layer), as is the

decrease in skewness within the clearing, and the

prompt re-development of large skewness, building

down from z/h, at the downwind edge of the clearing.

As mentioned earlier, simulations of the Abbot's

Booby experiment with  �1 (instantaneous adjust-

ment of the lengthscale to the in®nite-plain formula-

tion upon passage into a clearing) were quite as

satisfactory as any other choice. This insensitivity

to the precise manner in which the lengthscale is

adjusted at the forest boundaries suggests that, in

the region of those boundaries, diffusion terms in

the momentum and TKE budgets are of lesser impor-

tance than other terms, such as advection and the

pressure-gradient force.

6. Simulation of periodic forest cutblocks
(Manning, Alberta)

We now arrive at the issue motivating this paper:

can a ¯ow model suf®ciently well diagnose wind and
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turbulence within forest cutblocks as to provide (via

the wind statistics/tree sway connection established by

Flesch and Wilson, 1999b) a useful indication of

implied (remnant) tree sway ± an issue to be tested

by comparison of our model, which we have argued is

as well-tested and as successful as any earlier effort to

describe ¯ow in irregular forests, against observations

in the Manning cutblocks.

As those data stem from very windy intervals, we

shall not be concerned with any in¯uence of thermal

strati®cation upon the ¯ow. We have no measurements

whatsoever on the basis of which to diagnose the depth

of mixing, and the winds aloft. Therefore although the

simulations we present carry a full PBL, the aim was

not to replicate the actual (unknown) details of the ¯ow

aloft, but merely to ensure that the modelling of the

disturbed ¯ow through the cutblocks was not com-

promised by an inherently unrealistic treatment aloft.

6.1. Numerical details

One-dimensional solutions for U,V,k, representing

an in®nite forest block, were imposed at x/h � ÿ80. A

forest block covered ÿ80 � x/h < ÿ60; a large `refer-

ence clearing' spanned ÿ60 � x/h < ÿ30, within

which the model's `reference anemometer' lay at x/

h � ÿ40; and another forest block covered ÿ30 � x/

h < 0. At the model origin x � 0 lay the upstream edge

of the ®rst of a sequence of three (narrow) or four

(wide) cutblocks, of widths Xi
c �i � 1; 2 . . .�, and each

terminated by a forest strip of equal or comparable

width �Xi
f�; speci®cally, for the `̀ narrow'' clearings,

�Xi
c � 1:7 h; Xi

f � 2:3 h; i�1,2,3); while for the

`̀ wide'' clearings, �Xi
c � Xi

f � 6:1 h; i�1,2,3,4). The

leeward-most of these clearings represented our

instrumented cutblock. At x >
P

i�Xi
c � Xi

F� a forest

block extended downstream to the out¯ow boundary

at x � �96h, where we imposed @x(U, V, k) � W � 0.

Alongwind resolution was uniform (�x/h � 0.1 for

the 1.7h simulations; �x/h � 0.2 for the 6.1h case)

between x/h � ÿ70 (which point lay upwind from the

reference clearing) and a point lying well downstream

of the ®nal (i.e. test) cutblock. Further towards either

end of the domain, the grid was stretched. Below

z � 2h, vertical resolution was 0.09h, while above,

the grid was stretched.

For simplicity, and as we lacked measurements to

guide any more complex choice, we used constant

values for a and cd: we treated  and the bulk

dimensionless parameter cdah as free to be optimised

(see Section 6.3.4).

6.2. Rescaling model output to compare with

observations

The ®eld experiments at Manning mismatch the

model in that slight irregularity in forest cover and

topography occurred upstream from the windward

(i � 1) cutblocks. Our choice of the (unknown) Geos-

trophic velocity component UG as velocity scale for

the model was simply a convenience. To compare

model output with our data, we re-scaled observed and

calculated velocity statistics. We shall show observa-

tions scaled on cup-windspeed (`Sclr') observed at

z � 9 m in the large reference clearing, which lay

some kilometers from our trial cutblocks. Model

velocities were correspondingly re-scaled on the pre-

dicted (internal) value for the 9 m windspeed in the

(model's) reference clearing.

6.3. Results

In the ®gures to follow, the coordinate x*/h repre-

sents alongwind location relative to the upstream edge

(x* � 0) of the instrumented cutblock. For all simula-

tions to be shown, i.e. both for the 1.7h and the 6.1h

clearings, unless otherwise stated cdah � 3
4
;  � 0:05.

Better concordance of the model with the data could

have been had by permitting these parameters to differ

between the two geometries, with the justi®cation that

there may indeed have been differences. But we felt it

a more convincing demonstration of model skill that

we should change nothing across simulations for the

cutblocks of differing Xc/h. We reason in Section 6.3.4

that the choice cdah � 3
4

provides the best overall

outcome, considering both mean wind speed (S)

and, more importantly as regards tree motion, turbu-

lent kinetic energy.

6.3.1. Inflow profiles

Fig. 3 gives equilibrium pro®les, for the case

(UG � 1, VG � ÿ1), of wind velocities U0(z), V0(z),

the cup windspeed S0�z� � �U2
0 � V2

0 �1=2
, shear stress

�0, turbulent kinetic energy k0 and mean wind direc-

tion. We have (here only) re-normalised relative to the

canopy-top frictionvelocity u�0��hu0w0i2�hv0w0i2�1=4
,
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to permit easy comparison with other such forest

pro®les (u*0 being the velocity scale usually pre-

ferred); our ratio S0(h)/u*0 � 2.7, a value which is

fairly typical of a dense canopy. The pro®les of Fig. 3

constitute the in¯ow boundary condition, towards

which the ¯ow reverts on each re-entry into forest.

We were surprised by the large swing in wind

direction across the canopy (0 � z/h � 1), which is

as large as the swing across the entire upper domain

1 � z/h � 80. An organised swing of mean wind

direction within the canopy, induced by the rapidly-

decreasing Coriolis force in a region of very low

windspeed and resulting in alignment of the velocity

with the pressure-gradient force, makes obvious sense.

But it has not been widely apprehended in observa-

tional studies, perhaps because the database of wind

observations within canopies is substantially derived

from cup anemometers, and from wind tunnel studies.

An implication is that, even in disturbed ¯ows having

two-dimensional symmetry, such as those of our cut-

block records when the winds (at observation level)

blew nearly perpendicularly across the forest borders,

disturbances in wind direction may be anticipated. Of

course, such Coriolis-force-related changes may well

be masked by imperfections in the crosswind sym-

metry (gaps in the forest, or irregularities in the edge-

line), and other departures of the ¯ow from the ideal

envisaged in the model. In any case, given this strong

height-dependence of equilibrium wind direction, we

are forced to accept that a full-scale forest-clearing

¯ow which is at all heights perpendicular to the forest

edges is unrealisable, i.e. dynamically disallowed,

except where it occurs in response to some fortuitous

conspiracy of upwind topography, etc. The best we can

hope for is a near-ground ¯ow that is roughly perpen-

dicular to the forest edges; our speci®cation (UG � 1,

VG � ÿ1) results in the mean wind direction lying

only 68 away from the x-axis, at (the model's equiva-

lent of) the position of the anemometer in the `refer-

ence clearing.'

Fig. 3. Equilibrium profiles of horizontal velocity components, cup windspeed (S) and mean wind direction (�), shear stress (�) and turbulent

kinetic energy (k), these being the inflow profiles for simulations of the Manning cutblock flows.
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6.3.2. Mean windspeed and pressure

Fig. 4 compares the modelled and measured pat-

terns of variation in the mean cup-windspeed S(x,

zinstr) through the reference clearing and far downwind

across the cutblock arrays. Similar patterns hold for

the U component, because we assured V�U at

z � 9 m by speci®cation of VG. Model and experi-

mental data have been re-normalised on Sclr, which

assures their agreement (that S/Sclr � 1) at instrument

height (z � zinstr � 9 m) at the distant reference point.

So that anyone who wishes to may (again) re-normal-

ise our model ®elds on u*0 (friction velocity based on

the shear stress at z � h of the equilibrium, i.e. in¯ow,

pro®les) we note that in our simulations Sclr/u*0 �
3.83.

It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the model calculates

nicely the overall wind reduction in the cutblocks,

relative to Sclr, which can be regarded essentially as a

weather-station (open ground) reference. For the 6.1h

cutblocks there is little variation from one cutblock to

the next in the amplitude of the wind-modulation, and

even the peaks differ only modestly from one cutblock

to the next. This is consistent with ®ndings of Raupach

et al. (1987) for a clearing within a wind-tunnel model

canopy. It follows that our instrumented cutblocks, at

least in the 6.1h array, should have been `typical' of

their neighbours, and that a periodic boundary-con-

dition might be used to model the ¯ow in a single

representative cutblock. Simulations of the 6.1h

experiment, using a three-dimensional generalisation

of the present model that assumes periodicity on the x

and y axes, agree closely with those presented here (A.

Tuzet, pers. comm). Apparently however, windspeed

may not have been periodic across the narrower, 1.7h

cutblock array.

Although good overall conformance of model and

observation is apparent on Fig. 4, on taking a close-up

view (Fig. 5) one observes that the amplitude of the

variation of S/Sclr across the 1.7h cutblocks has been

underestimated, and that in the 6.1h cutblock, the

`wave' of S/Sclr seems slightly out of phase with the

observations (the latter feature would vanish upon

scaling on an in-cutblock reference windspeed Scb,

and so may be only a consequence of imperfect

simulation of Sclr/Scb by the model). In assessing

Fig. 5 one should bear in mind several mitigating

points. Firstly, we have little con®dence in our

within-forest wind data. The forest blocks were quite

inhomogeneous as regards tree height, spacing, and

species-mix, and so a point measurement need not

Fig. 4. `Grand scale' comparison of measured and simulated spatial variation of the normalised mean cup windspeed S/Sclr, at z � 9 m, across

the reference clearing and through the periodic arrays into the instrumented cutblocks. Simulation assumes cdah � 3
4
;  � 0:05. Range on the

x* axis covers of order 5 km, and x* � 0 at the upwind edge of the instrumented cutblock. Observations consist of all propellor data for

|�| < 308, all cup data for |�| < 108.
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compare well with the model's implicitly spatially-

averaged ®gure. Secondly, we have entirely neglected

the topographic variations of the terrain, and the drag

of the remnant trees in the cutblocks. Thirdly, we have

used the same, constant value for cdah across the entire

domain (except in clearings, where cdah � 0),

whereas undoubtedly in-forest spatial variations in

cdah occurred. We did not feel it was warranted to

`guess' our way about by adjusting a spatially-varying

cdah, an approach which would amount to no more

than an exercise in curve-®tting. Finally, perhaps most

signi®cantly of all as regards the apparently ¯awed

model performance (Fig. 5), the ®eld reference wind-

speed Sclr was measured in a clearing about 5 km from

our instrumented cutblocks, and separated from them

by rather irregular terrain, whereas the model refer-

ence clearing lay immediately upwind of the cutblock

array. Thus it would be naive to expect of the model a

perfect pro®le of S/Sclr, and one might with some

justi®cation contend it would be fairer to assess model

skill with respect to properties scaled on a local

velocity scale (measured in the test cutblock); see

Wilson and Flesch (1996), who gave model output in

such form.

Our measurements provided no information on the

vertical variation of the wind patterns throughout the

cutblocks. Fig. 6 gives an alongwind sequence of

modelled vertical pro®les of the U component, across

the XC � 6.1h cutblock. An initially surprising feature

is that, below about z=h � 1
2
, the alongwind compo-

Fig. 5. `Local view' of measured and simulated spatial variation of the normalised mean cup windspeed S=Sclr, at z � 9 m, across the

instrumented cutblocks. Simulation assumes cdah � 3
4
,  � 0.05. Observations consist of all propellor data for |�| < 308, all cup data for

|�| < 108.

Fig. 6. Vertical profiles of the alongwind velocity component U/UG, at several locations across the XF � XC � 6.1 h cutblock. The span of the

velocity axes is (ÿ0.1, �0.2) UG, and the height-axes are placed so as to mark the locations (in x*/h) of the profiles. (Chain line), the

equilibrium solution (infinite fetch of forest); (Dotted line), the solution at x*/h � ÿ1, i.e. just upwind of the forest! cutblock transition; and

(Solid line), the local solution.
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nent U accelerates across the forest belts and decele-

rates in the clearing, to the degree of reversal (U < 0)

very near ground. The opposite behaviour is seen at

larger heights. Unfortunately we do not have observa-

tions to con®rm this complex pattern. But we feel it is

plausible, in view of the reversing pressure gradients

the ¯ow encounters (more on this below).

Towards the middle of the wide clearing(s), a

boundary-layer type pro®le is established, i.e. there

is not the in¯exion point characteristic of a canopy

wind pro®le. But upon passage back into a forest

block, the characteristic canopy wind pro®le develops

promptly, with acceleration of the ¯ow very near

ground, and deceleration higher up. At the downwind

edge of the forest strip (see the pro®le at x*/h � ÿ1),

the wind pro®le resembles the equilibrium pro®le, i.e.

the pro®le which would be observed within a forest of

in®nite extent (and which was used as the in¯ow

boundary condition). More or less the same features

are diagnosed by the simulations for the narrow cut-

blocks, with the exception that a boundary-layer type

pro®le is not established.

In undisturbed micrometeorological ¯ow the mean

vertical velocity is of the order of a few cm/s. However

sizeable vertical motion can be expected near forest

edges. Fig. 7 gives contours of the normalised mean

vertical velocity W/Sclr in the wide cutblock. Upward

¯ow occurs within a distance of about 2h from the

sheltering forest edge, beyond which there is descent

over most of the cutblock, and even in the in¯ow

region of the downstream forest block. Although these

vertical velocities are small relative to the horizontal

winds, peaking at about 0.06Sclr, the implied dimen-

sional mean velocity can be large, around 0.5 m sÿ1

when Sclr � 10 m sÿ1, and is likely to have dynamical

importance.

Fig. 8 gives the local pressure ®eld about the 6.1h

clearings. A steeply adverse pressure gradient @xP

upwind from the clearing! forest transition gives

way within the forest block to a strongly favourable

(accelerating) gradient. Deep within dense vegetation,

the wind is only weakly coupled to the ¯ow aloft, and

thus essentially driven by a balance between form drag

and the local pressure gradient. The favourable pres-

sure gradient across the sheltering forest belts, clearly

shown in Fig. 8, presumably causes the accelerating

windspeed seen near ground, while the adverse gra-

dient in the clearing may explain the near-ground

velocity-reversal.

6.3.3. Turbulent kinetic energy

Fig. 9 gives a wide-area view of our simulation of

the normalised turbulent kinetic energy k=Sclr2, in

comparison with the observations. The simulation

captures nicely the overall patterns, and Fig. 10 con-

®rms that even the local detail is represented fairly

well: the general shape of the modelled TKE pro®le
Fig. 7. Contours of mean vertical velocity W/Sclr in the wide

clearing.

Fig. 8. Normalised pressure field P=�S2
clr about the wide (6.1 h)

cutblock, according to the numerical model; (a) contours; and (b)

horizontal profile at z/h � 0.4. Pressure is not necessarily positive,

being relative to ground-level pressure at the outflow boundary.
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matches that observed, with TKE increasing sharply

over the upwind half of the 6.1h cutblock, and chan-

ging much less over the downwind half. In view of the

provisos earlier expressed (instrument performance;

neglect of terrain complexity; etc.), the modelled

pattern of TKE is satisfactory, and we may infer from

it the spatial variation of the velocity variance �2
u.

6.3.4. Weak sensitivity to lengthscale adjustment

parameter g
Fig. 11 illustrates the rather modest sensitivity of

these simulations to speci®cation of the lengthscale

adjustment parameter ; entirely different formula-

tions of the lengthscale transition (between equili-

brium forest form �F and equilibrium open plain

Fig. 9. Grand scale comparison of measured and simulated spatial variation of the normalised turbulent kinetic energy k=S2
clr, at z � 9 m,

across the reference clearing and through the periodic arrays into the instrumented cutblocks. Simulation assumes cdah � 3
4
,  � 0.05. Range

on the x* axis covers of order 5 km, and x* � 0 at the upwind edge of the instrumented cutblock.

Fig. 10. Local view of measured and simulated spatial variation of

the normalised turbulent kinetic energy k=S2
clr, at z � 9 m, across

the instrumented cutblocks. The simulation assumes cdah � 3
4
,

 � 0.05. Also plotted ($) on both graphs, though not at the

proper point (which lies offscale) on the x�=h axis, is the measured

value of k=S2
clr in the distant reference clearing. Thus, towards the

leeward region of the wide cutblock, TKE exceeds somewhat its

value in that much wider, reference clearing.

Fig. 11. Sensitivity of simulations of cup windspeed (S) and

turbulent kinetic energy (k) across the wide (6.1h) cutblocks, to

specification of the lengthscale adjustment parameter . The bulk

drag coefficient cdah � 3
4

for all curves. The observations (as on

Figs. 5 and 9) are also shown for comparison.
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form �P as the asymptotic downwind limit in a large

clearing) gave simulations which were equally accep-

table. Variation of  (or of the transition-formulation)

has a greater impact on the TKE ®eld than on the mean

windspeed ®eld. Although Fig. 11 shows that the

choice  � 100 provides a much better simulation

of the mean wind than the  � 0.05 we settled on,

the spatial modulation of the associated TKE ®eld is

seriously overestimated. Recall that the rms wind

force �u|u|, whose speci®cation is the goal of this

investigation, is considerably more sensitive to TKE

than to mean windspeed (Appendix A).

There is one other `free' parameter, cdah: should we

reduce this, we reduce the modulation of both S and k.

However the consequence of that step is that the

variation of S across the narrow cutblock, already

underestimated (Fig. 5) with cdah � 3
4
, is further

reduced. Our speci®cation that cdah � 3
4
;  � 0:05

therefore represents a compromise, and as we shall

later show, a good one as regards the resulting simula-

tions of the rms wind force �u|u|. We do not hold that

this choice is uniquely optimal, and the outcome is not

very different for  in the range 0.005 �  � 0.5.

6.3.5. Skewness Sku

Fig. 12 compares the average pattern of skewness

observed, with solutions of the simpli®ed Sku budget

equation given in Appendix C. We observed large run

to run variability in Sku, which cannot be explained

within the scope of a 2-d ¯ow model. This variability

probably arose from our short averaging intervals (15

or 30 min), and perhaps partly from imperfect

response of the propellor anemometers. The simula-

tion of Sku is disappointing, in view of the encouraging

result we reported for the Abbot's Booby clearing.

Fortunately, however, the variance �2
ujuj of the wind

force is much less sensitive to Sku than to the lower

moments.

6.3.6. Wind force su|u| and tree sway

Fig. 13 compares the observed spatial pattern of the

normalised wind force �ujuj=U2
clr against the simula-

tions. The velocity variance �2
u was derived from the

calculated TKE, assuming equilibrium partitioning,

i.e. �2
u � cec2

uk. We set kurtosis Ktu � 4 (a value

typical of our measurements), and as anticipated

(Appendix A) found the modelled wind force was

not very sensitive to the speci®cation of skewness

Sku, witness the small difference between the outcome

using Sku � 1 and that using model-calculated skew-

ness.

The model has captured very well the dramatic

reduction of the wind forcing relative to the distant

reference clearing, and has given quite precisely the

local detail of the pattern of wind force within the

cutblocks. Given the tight connection between �u|u|

and tree sway, we are now in the position that, once

given a ®gure for Uclr, which is more or less a `weather

station' windspeed, we may infer the r.m.s. sway �� of

a `characteristic' (remnant spruce) tree, whatever its

position in the array of cutblocks.

Fig. 12. Observed versus modelled Eq. (A2) horizontal profiles of

velocity skewness Sku at z � 9 m. The dashed line results from

having dropped the production term 3�2
skk@xk, which otherwise

(solid line) causes large negative Sku near the upwind edge of the

wide clearings.

Fig. 13. Comparison of measured and modelled spatial variation of

the normalised wind force �ujuj=U2
clr across the instrumented

cutblocks and in the distant reference clearing ($, actually

observed far upwind on the x*/h axis). Simulation assumes

cdah � 3
4
,  � 0.05. For the calculation of �u|u| according to

Eq. (1), we assumed Ktu � 4 and either set Sku � 1 (solid line), or

calculated Sku according to Appendix C (dashed line). Note that

�u|u| determines the standard deviation of tree sway angle ��, and

that Uclr, being measured in a large clearing, can be considered as

more or less a weather station windspeed.
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7. Model investigation of the effect of forest
border width

As an example of the potential of a wind¯ow model

to evaluate strategies for minimising windthrow, we

shall investigate the consequence of using forest strips

of reduced width, XF � 3h or XF � 1h, to shelter

remnant spruce in cutblocks of unaltered width

Xc � 6.1h.

The sole difference between the simulations

required for these three cases (XF/h � 6.1, 3, 1) is

the distribution of forest-drag. We made no changes to

the grid distribution, to the location of the large

upstream `reference clearing' wherein the velocity

scale Sclr is `measured,' nor to the input parameters

�cdah � 3
4
;  � 0:05�. As previously, we focus on the

wind properties in the downwind member of a series

of four cutblocks, each of which is equally provided

with a shelter-strip (of width XF/h � 1, 3, or 6.1).

Fig. 14 shows the comparative pro®les of speed,

TKE and rms wind-force within the `test' cutblock

(width 6.1h), as provided with either a 1h, a 3h, or a

6.1h shelter-block. According to the model, if 3h

shelter blocks are provided (rather than 6h blocks),

mean windspeed reduction is not so favourable,

though still entirely acceptable (S < 0.4 Sclr); while,

quite unexpectedly, the TKE is greatly reduced over

much of the cutblock, falling to about as low as only

25% of the already reduced TKE ®gure when 6h

shelter was provided! The consequence is that wind

protection is markedly better when the shelter strips

are only 3h wide than when they are 6.1h wide.

Whether or not this is true, only comparative

observations can decide. In the ®rst paper of this

series, we summarised observations of TKE across

a number of clearings from different experiments, and

found a striking uniformity in the pattern of TKE

`recovery.' The present simulations (of clearings with

forest borders of XF � 3h or XF � 1h) do not uphold

the pattern: in both cases they show an initial decrease

in TKE with increasing x across the clearing. Perhaps

the explanation for this discrepancy lies in the fact that

none of the experimental clearings had a geometry like

that we have simulated. In any case, if the predictions

of Fig. 14 should prove to be in con¯ict with observa-

tion, one would be impelled to conclude that the

earlier-shown concordance of the model with obser-

vations (see Sections 4±6) is largely spurious, perhaps

only the fortuitous consequence of `tuning.' That

possibility is scarcely believable, we think: for exam-

ple, there simply was no tuning in the case of our

simulation of the Abbott's Booby study.

Well, if this unexpected model result were true in

reality, then why? Why would narrower shelter strips

provide more effective reduction of the r.m.s. wind

force? In contemplating the matter, recall that the

impact of the shelter on turbulence is more important

than its impact on the mean wind. Although the

in¯uence of porous-shelterbelt thickness (W) on mean

wind reduction has been studied computationally

(Wang and Takle, 1996) and experimentally (Takaha-

shi, 1978), and whilst others have investigated the

in¯uence of spacing of successive porous barriers

(screens, W � 0; or thick windbreaks of various W)

on mean wind, we are not aware of any existing

comprehensive study of the pattern of TKE around

a sequence of porous barriers of arbitrary width (W)

and spacing. In interpreting Fig. 14, then, we can only

speculate. The act of providing shelter in one region so

as to reduce near-ground windspeed causes a down-

wind region of increased vertical shear, and associated

Fig. 14. Comparative numerical simulations of the patterns of

windspeed (S), turbulent kinetic energy (k) and root-mean-square

wind force (�u|u|) across the fourth of a series of cutblocks, each

having width Xc � 6.1h, and each sheltered by forest strips of width

XF � 6.1 h (solid line), XF � 3h (dashed line), or XF � h (dot-

dashed line). Simulations with cdah � 3
4
,  � 0.05.
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turbulence (increased shear production in Eq. (12):

and so perhaps the provision of wider forest strips

leads to stronger vertical wind shear at the upwind

edge of the protected zone (cutblock) than does provi-

sion of narrower shelter, causing accentuated shear

production of turbulence, and the surprising r.m.s.

wind-force pattern suggested by Fig. 14.

8. Conclusions

Our aim has been to combine a high-resolution

(order 1 m) wind and turbulence model, with a tree-

motion model, to infer statistics of remnant tree sway

in forest clearings. To that end we have adapted the

K-theory closure of Wilson et al., (1998; WFR), tested

it against our own and others' observations of forest-

edge ¯ows, and showed it performs at least as well

as the more-complex models of earlier authors. With

appropriate choices of domain size, resolution, etc.,

simulations show quite good agreement with observa-

tions of mean windspeed and turbulent kinetic energy,

without alteration of the basic closure parameters

(c, �, �) formerly optimised by WFR. The implied

spatial patterns of the root-mean-square wind force

�u|u|, which determine the r.m.s. tree sway ��, are in

excellent agreement with measurements.

But our cutblock ¯ow observations at Manning are

from a single height, so that despite the simplicity of

the WFR wind model, there is an enormous disparity

between the proli®c model output (complete spatial

®elds of U, V, W, P, k, ", � and much more) and the

available data to judge its accuracy. To some extent we

addressed that de®ciency by comparing simulations

against the more-complete observations of Raupach

et al. (1987). Nonetheless many readers, and espe-

cially those very conversant with numerical ¯ow

models, may wonder whether the ability of the model

to calculate the spatial ®elds of the mean wind, TKE

and wind-force variance represents actual skill, or just

judicious selection of model output. That disquieting

possibility resonates in our own minds too, for cer-

tainly the model results shown are but the `tip of a

paperberg' calculated; and we did specify cdah and g
to optimise model agreement with our cutblock data. It

may be useful, then, to address the issue of our own

objectivity. How critically have we compared model

results with data? What reassurances can we give that

this model is not a slippery thing, that would conform

to any data? These points are pertinent:

� We chose maximal simplicity in the flow modelling3,

to minimise the introduction of flexible parameters.

� We insisted on constancy of the two unknown (thus

free to be optimised) parameters (cdah, ) across

both our experimental configurations.

� We acknowledged the role of those constants in

adjusting `model curves' toward the data.

� We displayed the modelled and observed fields so

as to clearly display differences.

� We used a single normalising scale, external to the

test cutblocks, so as to avoid imparting any mis-

leading appearance of quality to the simulations4.

� We included new, testable predictions of the model.

In short, although the success of the simulations is

assuredly not automatic, and depends on the experi-

ence of the user to apply the model appropriately,

making necessary judgements especially where

important input data are uncertain, it remains that

given a set of inputs, the model is completely objective

and reproducible.

In all probability one could invoke a more complex

treatment of the Manning ¯ow, and attain better

agreement with observations. For example, there is

simply no basis to insist that cda is constant with

position (except in cutblocks, where it vanishes); this

was a noticeably inhomogeneous forest. At the very

least, leaf area density in the aspen forest is strongly

height-dependent (e.g. Amiro, 1990), peaking well

below mean tree height: perhaps through having

adopted a height-independent (bulk) drag parameter,

3An exception is our having carried a full boundary-layer, and

Coriolis force. Our first simulations of the Manning flow assumed

shear stress to be height-independent (except where disturbed by

the forest clearings) to the top of the computational domain, placed

at z/h � 40; i.e. we ignored large scale pressure gradients, and the

Coriolis force, and entirely neglected the crosswind component V.

Interestingly, just as WFR found it non-essential to properly model

the outer region of their wind-tunnel boundary layer, we found that

nothing vital was gained by adding proper PBL structure ± other

than the assurance we had done the right thing, and the revelation

that mean wind direction may swing drastically within the canopy

layer.
4Whereas in Wilson and Flesch (1996) we unnecessarily

introduced independent normalisations for mean wind and for

TKE, such that both modelled quantities were forced into

agreement with observation at one point within the cutblock.
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we should have also used an effective or aerodynamic

canopy height (h) that is lower than the `visual' or

sampled tree height. It seemed to us better to neglect

such options, and show these less-than-perfect out-

comes, which nevertheless seem quite realistic, and

useful as regards the pattern of tree sway. We look

forward to experimental con®rmation or contradiction

of the untested prediction of Section 7 that in the

context of windthrow of remant spruce, wider shel-

ter-strips may function less-effectively than narrow.

In conclusion, given the apparent ability of our wind

¯ow model to diagnose velocity statistics within cut-

blocks, and the relationship we have established

between tree sway and the wind, we feel hopeful that

a wind model can be a useful tool for identifying

effective cutblock designs. No doubt mesoscale

meteorological events, possibly in interaction with

topographic complexities ignored here, lend a spora-

dic, unpredictable complexity to the pattern of wind-

throw. And of course, spatially-varying soil and tree

properties must distort our simple picture. Neverthe-

less we expect that underlying such randomness, and

visible in the long term, there will exist a spatial

pattern in tree windthrow that is governed by `routine'

wind dynamics, as captured in such models as we

described. That blow-down pattern should correlate

with long-term spatial trends in the central-tendency

statistics we considered, the r.m.s. tree sway (��), and

its surrogate the r.m.s. wind force (�u|u|).
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Appendix A

Relative impact of wind statistics on r.m.s. wind
force

Eq. (1) for the speci®cation of the root-mean-

square wind force �u|u| involves the mean wind velo-

city U, the variance �2
u, the skewness Sku and the

kurtosis Ktu. Is it equally important to specify each of

these accurately?

The differential d�2
ujuj may be expressed as

d�2
ujuj

�2
ujuj
� aU�dU=U��a��d�u=�u��aSdSku�aKdKtu

�Ktu ÿ 1� � 4 U=�u� �2�4 U=�u� �S
where the coef®cients of the numerator are

aU � 8
U

�u

� �2

�4
U

�u

� �
Sku;

a� � 4�Ktu ÿ 1� � 8
U

�u

� �2

�12
U

�u

� �
Sku;

aS � 4
U

�u

� �
;

aK � 1

With Ktu � 4, Sku � 1, and U/�u � 1, values that are

typical of our clearing ¯ows, we evaluated the partial

fractional changes d�2
ujuj=�

2
ujuj caused by 10% changes

in each of U, �u, Sku and Ktu, i.e. by dU/U � 0.1, etc.

The outcomes, in order of increasing fractional

response, were as follows: 1% response to 10% in

Ktu, 4% response to 10% in Sku, 11% response to 10%

in U, and 28% response to 10% in �u.

Appendix B

Role of the Coriolis force in canopy flows

The canopy `wind spiral' has received little atten-

tion despite Shinn's (1971) early recognition of it, an

exception being Holland (1989). Its origin is simple to

give in qualitative terms: deep enough within a dense

canopy (z < h) the Coriolis force and the turbulent

shear-stress are `small,' and it follows that the mean

wind is directed parallel to the large scale pressure

gradient, implying (up to) a full 908 swing in direction

between the Geostrophic-level, where the wind blows

perpendicular to the pressure gradient, and ground-

level. Shinn used the term `Quasi-Geotriptic' to

describe that local force-balance, `̀ a balance of the

drag force and the pressure gradient force but with

residual effect of the Coriolis force evident in the

direction of the wind drift with respect to the geos-

trophic de®nition of the pressure gradient direction.''
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Dramatic directional shear is presumably then to be

regarded as normal, in mid- and high-latitude cano-

pies. It will have to be accounted for in scienti®c

descriptions of many problems, e.g. short range pat-

terns of (pollen, seed, etc.) dispersion from localised

sources. As regards forest-edge ¯ows, we infer the

force-balance may involve both horizontal velocity

components in an essential way, i.e. changes coupled

through the Coriolis force may be important even

when the ¯ow has along-edge symmetry (@/@y � 0).

Appendix C

Diagnosing velocity skewness

Our basis for determination of the alongwind velo-

city skewness Sku � hu03i=�3
u was a simpli®ed trans-

port equation suggested by Hanjalic and Launder

(1972), Appendix A (hereafter HL). Our disturbed

canopy ¯ow is more complex than the wall bound-

ary-layer ¯ow considered by HL, but we nevertheless

adopted their analysis without change. As our closure

resolved total TKE (k), but not the separate compo-

nents �2
u (etc.), we assumed that equilibrium partition-

ing of TKE prevailed throughout our disturbed ¯ow,

i.e. that everywhere

�2
u � hu02i � �uk (A1)

Here �u � cec2
u, cu � 2 being the equilibrium value of

the ratio �u/u*0. The HL analysis, so simpli®ed, results

in the following transport equation for our two-dimen-

sional, steady state case

U
@hu03i
@x
�W

@hu03i
@z

� ÿ3�2
uk
@k

@x

ÿ 3�uhu0w0i @k

@z
ÿ 1

c0s

"

k
(A2)

and implies that in undisturbed ¯ow (i.e. setting

@=@x � 0),

Sku � ÿ� hu
0w0i
"
���
k
p @k

@z
(A3)

where � � 3c0s�
ÿ1=2
u . According to Eq. (A3), the sign

of Sku is controlled by the vertical gradient in TKE.

This is surely an oversimpli®cation, but we found that

with � � 1 (i.e. c0s � �1=2
u =3), Eq. (A3) gives a good

prediction of the equilibrium velocity skewness in and

above a model canopy in a wind tunnel.

For disturbed ¯ows, after ®rst obtaining the velocity

and TKE ®elds, we solved Eq. (A2) for skewness. We

added small arti®cial diffusion terms to Eq. (A2) and

followed the numerical practise that is standard under

SIMPLE.
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